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Abstract. In this paper we evaluate the data transmission performance of a gen-
eralized multiple-tree-based overlay architecture for peer-to-peer live streaming
that employs multipath transmission and forward error correction. We give math-
ematical models to describe the error recovery in the presence of packet losses.
We evaluate the data distribution performance of the overlay, its asymptotic be-
havior, the stability regions for the data transmission, and analyze the system be-
havior around the stability threshold. We argue that the composed measure of the
mean and the variance of the packet possession probability can support adaptive
forward error correction.

1 Introduction

The success of peer-to-peer overlays for live multicast streaming depends on their abil-
ity to maintain acceptable perceived quality at all the peers, that is, to provide data
transmission with low delay and information loss. Live streaming solutions usually ap-
ply multiple distribution trees and some form of error control to deal with packet losses
due to congestion and peer departures. In these systems peers have to relay data to
their child nodes with low delay, which limits the possibilities of error recovery. Con-
sequently, the main problem to be dealt with is the spatial propagation and thus the
accumulation of losses, which results in low perceived quality for peers far from the
source.

Several works deal with the management of the overlay, with giving incentives for
collaboration, with peer selection and tree reconstruction considering peer heterogene-
ity and the underlying network topology ([1–6] and references therein).

In [7] the authors propose time shifting and video patching to deal with losses and
discuss related channel allocation and group management issues. In [8] robustness is
achieved by distributing packets to randomly chosen neighbors outside the distribution
tree. In [9] retransmission of the lost data is proposed to limit temporal error propaga-
tion. CoopNet [10] and SplitStream [11] propose the use of multiple distribution trees
and a form of multiple description coding (MDC) based on forward error correction
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(FEC). In the case of packet losses peers can stop error propagation by reconstructing
the video stream from the set of received substreams using error correcting codes.

There are several designs proposed and also implemented, the evaluation of these
solutions is however mostly based on simulations and measurements. Our goal is to
define abstract models of peer-to-peer streaming overlays that help us to understand
some basic characteristics of streaming in multiple transmission trees and thus, can
support future system design.

Previously, we proposed mathematical models to describe the behavior of CoopNet
like architectures in [12–14]. Our results showed that the two architectures proposed
in the literature, and used as a basis in recent works (e.g., [2, 15]) are straightforward
but not optimal. Minimum depth trees minimize the number of affected peers at peer
departure, minimize the effect of error propagation from peer to peer, and introduce low
transmission delay. Nevertheless, the overlay is unstableand may become disconnected
when one of the trees runs out of available capacity after consecutive peer departures.
Minimum breadth trees are stable and easy to manage, but result in long transmission
paths. Thus many nodes are affected if a peer leaves, there may be large delays, and the
effect of error propagation may be significant.

In [16] we proposed a generalized multiple-tree-based architecture and showed that
the stability of the overlay can be increased significantly by the flexible allocation of
peer output bandwidth across several transmission trees. In this paper, we evaluate the
performance of this generalized architecture. First we show how the allocation of peer
output bandwidth affects the data distribution performance and discuss whether proper
bandwidth allocation can lead to both increased overlay stability and good data distribu-
tion performance. We show that the packet possession probability at the peers decreases
ungracefully if the redundancy level is not adequate, and evaluate how the variance of
the packet possession probability can predict quality degradation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the considered
overlay structure and error correction scheme. We evaluatethe stability of the data
distribution in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the performance of the overlay based on
the mathematical models and simulations and we conclude ourwork in Section 5.

2 System description

The peer-to-peer streaming system discussed in this paper is based on two key ideas: the
overlay consists of multiple transmission trees to providemultiple transmission paths
from the sender to all the peers, and data transmission is protected by block based FEC.

2.1 Overlay structure

The overlay consists of the streaming server andN peer nodes. The peer nodes are
organized int distribution trees with the streaming server as the root of the trees. The
peers are members of allt trees, and in each tree they have a different parent node from
which they receive data. We denote the maximum number of children of the root node
in each tree bym, and we call it the multiplicity of the root node. We assume that nodes
do not contribute more bandwidth towards their children as they use to download from



their parents, which means, that each node can have up tot children to which it forwards
data.

A node can have children in up tod of thet trees, called the fertile trees of the node.
A node is sterile in all other trees, that is, it does not have any children. We discuss
two different policies that can be followed to allocate output bandwidth in the fertile
trees. With theunconstrainedcapacity allocation (UCA) policy a node can have up tot
children in any of its fertile trees. With thebalancedcapacity allocation (BCA) policy
a node can have up to⌈t/d⌉ children in any of its fertile trees.

By settingd = t one gets the minimum breadth tree described in [10], and by setting
d = 1 one gets the minimum depth tree evaluated in [2, 6, 10, 15]. For 1 < d < t the
number of layers in the overlay isO(logN) as ford = 1.

The construction and the maintenance of the trees can be doneeither by a distributed
protocol (structured, like in [11] or unstructured, like in[9]) or by a central entity, like
in [10]. The results presented in this paper are not dependent on the particular solution
used. Nevertheless, we defined a centralized overlay construction algorithm in [16]. The
objective of the algorithm is to minimize the depth of the trees and the probability that
trees run out of free capacity after node departures. This isachieved by pushing sterile
nodes to the lower layers of the trees and by assigning arriving nodes to be fertile in
trees with the least available capacity. If we denote the number of layers in the trees by
L, then in a well maintained tree each node is 1≤ i ≤ L hops away from the root node
in its fertile trees, andL−1 ≤ i ≤ L hops away in its sterile trees. As shown in [16],
increasing the number of fertile trees increases the overlay stability, with significant
gain already atd = 2, and the UCA policy giving the highest increase.
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Fig. 1. a) Overlay withN = 8, t = 3,m= 3 andd = 2, b) the same overlay withN = 9. Identifica-
tion numbers imply the order of arrival, squares indicate that the node is fertile.

Fig. 1 shows an overlay constructed with the proposed algorithm for t = 3, m= 3
andd = 2, also showing how the overlay changes when a new node joins.

2.2 Data distribution with forward error correction

The root uses block based FEC, e.g., Reed-Solomon codes [17], so that nodes can re-
cover from packet losses due to network congestion and node departures. To everyk
packets of information it addsc packets of redundant information, which results in a
block length ofn = k+c. We denote this FEC scheme by FEC(n,k). If the root would
like to increase the ratio of redundancy while maintaining its bitrate unchanged, then
it has to decrease its source rate. Lost packets can be reconstructed as long as at most
c packets are lost out ofn packets. The root sends everytth packet to its children in
a given tree in a round-robin manner. Ifn ≤ t then at most one packet of a block is



distributed over the same distribution tree. Peer nodes relay the packets upon reception
to their respective child nodes. Once a node receives at least k packets of a block ofn
packets it recovers the remainingc packets and forwards the ones belonging to its fertile
trees.

3 Data distribution model

We use two metrics to measure the performance of the data distribution in the overlay.
The first metric is the probabilityπ that an arbitrary node receives or can reconstruct
(i.e., possesses) an arbitrary packet. If we denote byρr the number of packets possessed
by noder in an arbitrary block of packets, thenπ can be expressed as the average ratio of
packets possessed in a block over all nodes, i.e.,π = E[∑r ρr/n/N]. The second metric
is σ, the average standard deviation ofρr/n over all nodes, i.e.,σ2 = E[∑r (ρr/n)2/N]−
π2.

The mathematical model we present describes the behavior ofthe overlay in the
presence of independent packet losses and without node dynamics. We denote the prob-
ability that a packet is lost between two adjacent nodes byp. We assume that the prob-
ability that a node is in possession of a packet is independent of that a node in the same
layer is in possession of a packet. We also assume that nodes can wait for redundant
copies to reconstruct a packet for an arbitrary amount of time. For the model we con-
sider a tree with the maximum number of nodes in the last layer, hence nodes are fertile
in layers 1..L−1 and are sterile in layerL. For simplicity, we assume thatn = t and
t/d is an integer. We will comment on the possible effects of our assumptions later. The
model assumes the BCA policy. By modifying the weights in (1)the model can be used
to consider other policies as well. For brevity we restrict the analytical evaluation to this
case, and compare the results to simulations with other policies.

Hence, our goal is to calculateπ(z)= E[∑r (ρr/n)(z)/N] = ∑r E[(ρr/n)(z)]/N, the
average of thezth moment (z∈ {1,2}) of the ratio of possessed packets. We introduce
π(i)(z), thezth moment of the ratio of possessed packets for a node that is in layeri in
its fertile trees. For simplicity we assume that nodes are inthe same layer in their fertile
trees. We can expressπ(z) by weighting theπ(i)(z) with the portion of nodes that are in
layer i of their fertile trees.

π(z) =
L−1

∑
i=1

(t/d)i−1

((t/d)L−1−1)/(t/d−1)
π(i)(z). (1)

To calculateπ(i)(z) we have to calculate the probabilitiesπ f (i) that a node, which is in
layeri in its fertile tree, receives or can reconstruct anarbitrary packet in its fertile tree.
Since the root node possesses every packet, we have thatπ f (0) = 1. The probability
that a node in layeri receives a packet in a tree isπa(i) = (1− p)π f (i −1). A node can
possess a packet in its fertile tree either if it receives thepacket or if it can reconstruct
it using the packets received in the other trees. Reconstruction can take place if the
number of received packets is at leastk out of the remainingn−1, hence we can write



for 1≤ i ≤ L−1

π f (i) = πa(i)+

{

(1−πa(i))
n−1

∑
j=k

min( j,d−1)

∑
u=max(0, j−n+d)

(

d−1
u

)

πa(i)
u(1−πa(i))

d−1−u

(

n−d
j −u

)

πa(L) j−u(1−πa(L))n−d− j+u
}

. (2)

Based on the probabilitiesπ f (i) we can expressπ(i)(z) (1 ≤ i ≤ L− 1). If a node re-
ceives at leastk packets in a block ofn packets then it can use FEC to reconstruct the
lost packets, and hence possesses alln packets. Otherwise, FEC cannot be used to re-
construct the lost packets. Packets can be received in thed fertile trees and in thet −d
sterile trees. Hence forπ(i)(z) we get the equation

π(i)(z) =
1
n

n−d

∑
j=1

d

∑
u=1

τ( j +u)z
(

d
u

)

πa(i)
u(1−πa(i))

d−u (3)

(

n−d
j

)

πa(L) j(1−πa(L))n−d− j ,

whereτ( j) indicates the number of packets possessed after FEC reconstruction if j
packets have been received:

τ( j) =

{

j 0≤ j < k
n k≤ j ≤ n.

We use an iterative method to calculate the probabilitiesπ f (i). First, we setπ f (L−

1)(0) = (1− p)L−1 and calculate the probabilitiesπ f (i)(1), 1≤ i < L. Then, in iteration
r, we calculateπ f (i)(r), 1≤ i < L usingπ f (L−1)(r−1). The iteration stops when|π f (L−
1)(r−1) −π f (L−1)(r)| < ε, whereε > 0. Theπ(i)(z) can then be calculated using (3).
The calculation ofπ andσ are straightforward, sinceπ = π(1), andσ2 = π(2)−π2

3.1 Asymptotic behavior for large N

In the following we give an asymptotic bound onπ to better understand its evolution.
It is clear thatπ f (i) is a non-increasing function ofi andπ f (i) ≥ 0. Hence, we can give
an upper estimate ofπ f (i) by assuming that the nodes that forward data in layeri are
sterile in the same layer. Then, instead of (2) we get the following nonlinear recurrence
equation

π f (i +1) = πa(i +1)+ (4)

(1−πa(i +1))
n−1

∑
j=n−c

(

n−1
j

)

πa(i +1) j(1−πa(i +1))n−1− j .

This equation is the same as (2) in [13], and thus the analysisshown there can be applied
to describe the evolution ofπ f (i). For brevity, we only state the main results regarding



π f (i), for a detailed explanation see [13]. For every(n,k) there is a loss probabilitypmax

below which the packet possession probabilityπ f (∞) > 0 and above whichπ f (∞) = 0.
Furthermore, for any 0< δ < 1 there is(n,k) such thatπ f (∞) ≥ δ.

Consequently, in the considered overlay ifp > pmax, then limN→∞ π = 0, because
π f (i +1) ≥ π f (i +1) ≥ π(i +1)(1), and limN→∞ π f (L−1) = 0. For p < pmax stability
depends on the number of layers in the overlay and the FEC block length due to the
initial conditionπ f (L−1)(0) = (1−p)L−1, but not directly on the number of nodes. This
explains why placing nodes with large outgoing bandwidths close to the root improves
the overlay’s performance [2, 6]. In the case of stabilityπ f (i)≥ π f (∞) > 0 andπ(i)(1) ≥
π f (∞) > 0.

3.2 Discussion of the assumptions

In the following we discuss the validity of certain assumptions made in the model. The
model does not take into account the correlations between packet losses in the Internet.
Nevertheless, it can be extended to heterogeneous and correlated losses by following the
procedure presented in [13] for the minimum breadth trees. Losses occurring in bursts
on the output links of the nodes influence the performance of the overlay if several
packets of the same block are distributed over the same tree,that is, if n > t. Bursty
losses in the backbone influence the performance if packets of different distribution
trees traverse the same bottleneck. The analysis in [13] showed that loss correlations
on the input links and heterogeneous losses slightly decrease the performance of the
overlay.

The model can be extended to nodes with heterogeneous input and output band-
widths. The procedure is similar to that followed when modeling heterogeneous losses
[13], but the effects of the heterogeneous bandwidths on thetrees’ structure have to be
taken into account. We decided to show equations for the homogeneous case here to
ease understanding.

In the analysis we assume that the number of nodes in the last layer of the tree is
maximal. If the number of nodes in the last layer of the tree isnot maximal then some
nodes are in layerL−1 in their sterile trees, and the overlay’s performance becomes
slightly better. The results of the asymptotic analysis still hold however.

Our results for block based FEC apply to PET and the MDC schemeconsidered
in [10], where different blocks (layers) of data are protected with different FEC codes.
The packet possession probability for the different layersdepends on the strength of the
FEC codes protecting them, and can be calculated using the model.

We do not model the temporal evolution of the packet possession probability. We
use simulations to show that the performance predicted by the model is achieved within
a time suitable for streaming applications.

The model does not take into account node departures, an important source of dis-
turbances for the considered overlay. Following the arguments presented in [13] node
departures can be incorporated in the model as an increase ofthe loss probability by
pω = Nd/N×θ, whereNd is the mean number of departing nodes per time unit andθ
is the time nodes need to recover (discovery and reconnection) from the departure of
a parent node. The simulation results presented in [13] showthat for low values ofpω
this approximation is accurate.



The results of the model apply forn < t without modifications, and a similar model
can be developed forn > t by considering the distribution of the number of packets
possessed by the nodes in their fertile trees. However, forn > t node departures lead to
correlated losses in the blocks of packets, which aggravates their effect on the perfor-
mance.

4 Performance evaluation

In the following we analyze the behavior of the overlay usingthe analytical model
presented in the previous section and via simulations. For the simulations we developed
a packet level event-driven simulator.

We used the GT-ITM [18] topology generator to generate a transit-stub model with
10000 nodes and average node degree 6.2. We placed each node of the overlay at ran-
dom at one of the 10000 nodes and used the one way delays given by the generator
between the nodes. The mean delay between nodes of the topology is 44 ms. The de-
lay between overlay nodes residing on the same node of the topology was set to 1 ms.
Losses on the paths between the nodes of the overlay occur independent of each other
according to a Bernoulli model with loss probabilityp. We consider the streaming of a
112.8 kbps data stream to nodes with link capacity 128 kbps. The packet size is 1410
bytes. Nodes have a playout buffer capable of holding 140 packets, which corresponds
to 14 s of playout delay. Each node has an output buffer of 80 packets to absorb the
bursts of packets in its fertile trees.

We assume that session holding times
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Fig. 2. π(i) vs. i for m= t = n = 4, c = 1.

follow a log-normal distribution with mean
1/µ= 306sand that nodes join the over-
lay according to a Poisson process with
λ = Nµ, supported by studies [19, 20].
To obtain the results for a given over-
lay sizeN, we start the simulation with
N nodes in its steady state as described
in [21] and let nodes join and leave the
overlay for 5000 s. The measurements
are made after this warm-up period for a
static tree over 1000 s and the presented
results are the averages of 10 simulation
runs. The results have less than 5 percent
margin of error at a 95 percent level of
confidence.

Fig. 2 showsπ(i) as a function ofi for t = n = 4, c = 1, and different overlay sizes
and values ofd as obtained by the mathematical model (i.e., the BCA policy). The value
of the threshold for the FEC(4,3) code ispmax= 0.129. The figure shows that when the
overlay is stable (e.g.,∀d,N at p= 0.06), neither its size nord has a significant effect on
π(i). However, in the unstable state (d = 2,N = 50000 atp = 0.12; ∀d,N at p = 0.14)
both increasingN and increasingd decreaseπ(i), as the number of layers in the overlay
increases in both cases.
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Fig. 3 showsπ as a function ofp obtained with the mathematical model form= 4
and n = t. The vertical bars show the valuesπ(1) at the upper end andπ(L− 1) at
the lower end. We included them ford = 1 only to ease readability, but they show the
same properties for other values ofd as well. The figure shows thatπ remains high and
is unaffected byN andd as long as the overlay is stable. It drops however once the
overlay becomes unstable, and the drop of the packet possession probability gets worse
as the number of nodes and hence the number of layers in the overlay increases. At the
same time the difference betweenπ(1) andπ(L−1) (the packet possession probability
of nodes that are fertile in the first and the penultimate layers, respectively) increases.
Furthermore, increasingt (and hencen) increasesπ in a stable system, but the stability
region gets smaller and the drop of the packet possession probability gets faster in the
unstable state due to the longer FEC codes. The curves corresponding toπ f (∞) show
the value of the asymptotic bound calculated using (4).

Due to the ungraceful degradation ofπ it is difficult to maintain the stability of
the overlay in a dynamic environment by measuring the value of π. Hence, we look at
the standard deviation of the packet possession probability. Fig. 4 shows the standard
deviationσπ as a function ofp obtained with the mathematical model form= 4 and
n = t. The standard deviation increases rapidly even for low values of p and reaches
its maximum close topmax. Increasing the value oft decreases the standard deviation
of π, i.e., the number of packets received in a block varies less among the nodes of the
overlay. Its quick response to the increase ofp makesσπ more suitable for adaptive
error control thanπ itself.

To validate our model we first present simulation results forthe BCA policy. Figs. 5
and 6 showπ andσπ respectively as a function ofp for the same scenarios as Figs. 3
and 4. Both figures show a good match with the analytical modeland confirm that
the increase of the standard deviation is a good indicator ofthe increasing packet loss
probability. For long FEC codes the simulation results showslightly worse performance
close to the stability threshold compared to the analyticalresults. The difference is due
to late arriving packets, i.e., FEC reconstruction is not possible within the time limit set
by the playout buffer’s size.
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BCA policy, simulation results.
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Fig. 6. σπ vs. p for m= 4, n = t, k/n = 0.75.
BCA policy, simulation results.
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Fig. 7. π vs. p for m= 4, n = t, k/n = 0.75.
UCA policy, simulation results.
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UCA policy, simulation results.

To see the effects of the capacity allocation policy, we showπ as a function ofp
in Fig. 7 for the same scenarios as in Fig. 5 but for the UCA policy. Comparing the
figures we see thatπ is the same in the stable state, but is higher in the unstable state of
the overlay. Furthermore, the region of stability is wider.Comparing the results forσπ
shown in Fig. 8 we can observe that forN = 50000 andd > 1 the standard deviation is
somewhat higher compared to the BCA policy and is similar in shape to thed = 1 case.
This and the wider region of stability using the UCA policy isdue to that the overlay
has less layers than using the BCA policy as it is shown in Fig.9. The figure shows the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the layer where the nodes of the overlay are
in their sterile trees.

There is practically no difference between the distributions ford = 1 and the BCA
policy with d > 1 for the samet/d value. With the UCA policy nodes tend to have more
children in the fertile tree where they are closest to the root due to the parent selection
algorithm, so that the trees’ structure is similar to thed = 1 case and the number of



layers is lower than using BCA (compare the results fort = 16,d = 1 vs.t = 16,d = 4,
UCA vs. t = 16,d = 4, BCA).
Hence, the data distribution performance
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of an overlay witht trees andd = 1 can
be closely resembled with an overlay with
d > 1 andtd trees by employing a (cen-
tralized or distributed) mechanism that pro-
motes parents close to the root, such as
the UCA policy. Doing so allows the use
of longer FEC codes, hence better perfor-
mance in the stable region but a similar
stability region due to the lower number
of layers. At the same time one can de-
crease the probability that a node fails to
reconnect to the overlay after the depar-
ture of a parent node [16]. Longer FEC
codes decrease the variance of the packet
possession probability and allow a smoother adaptation of the redundancy as a function
of the measured network state.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed a peer-to-peer live streaming solution based on multiple
transmission trees, FEC and free allocation of the output bandwidth of the peers across
several trees. The aim of this design is to avoid tree disconnections after node depar-
tures, which can happen with high probability in resource scarce overlays if all the peers
can forward data in one tree only.

We presented a mathematical model to express the packet possession probability in
the overlay for the case of independent losses and the BCA policy. We determined the
stability regions as a function of the loss probability between the peers, of the number
of layers and of the FEC block length, and analyzed the asymptotic behavior of the
overlay for a large number of nodes. We calculated the variance of the packet possession
probability to study the overlay around the stability threshold. We concluded that the
variance increases significantly with the packet loss probability between the peers and
consequently it is a good performance measure for adaptive forward error correction. It
will be subject of future work to design a robust stabilizingcontroller that can maintain
a target packet possession probability in a dynamic environment.

We concluded that as long as the overlay is stable, the performance of the data
transmission is not influenced by the number of fertile treesand the allocation policy,
while longer FEC codes improve it. Increasing the number of fertile trees decreases
however the packet possession probability in the overlay inthe unstable region due
to longer transmission paths. Nevertheless, with the UCA policy one can increase the
number of trees, that of the fertile trees and the FEC block length, while the performance
can be close to that of the minimum depth trees, because the UCA policy leads to
shallow tree structures. These results show that adjustingthe number of fertile trees can



be a means to improve the overlays’ stability without deteriorating the performance of
the data distribution.
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